Recent attention has been given to the realization of angular deficits and surpluses in the local ground-state geometry of thin sheets of nematic solids as out-of-plane deformations. Such systems exhibit conical or anti-conical curvature sites, or possibly arrays of such polyhedral corners, in order to satisfy the material's spontaneous strain-generated metric requirements. Here, we turn the angular deficit requirement on its head, and show theoretically and experimentally that by appropriately altering the topology of the initially flat sheet-for example, by cutting it in carefully chosen regions-the same angular deficits and surpluses may manifest simply in-plane by changing the geometry of the cut region. Such a mechanism offers a route to apertures or arrays of apertures that may be reversibly opened and closed by applying spontaneous strain with heat, light or chemical potential.
Introduction
Controllable pores and apertures, particularly on very small scales, hold a favoured position among nature's myriad mechanisms, from the cell's defence systems If it is cut and cooled, on the other hand, the opposite sides of the cut will overlap, and the sheet will move slightly out of plane, into the beginnings of a helicoidal or corkscrew shape. If the material is not cut, though, developing angular deficits or surpluses must be accommodated in-material, leading to curvature singularities, and cones (c) in the case of lowered order parameter or anti-cones (d) in the case of higher order parameter. (Online version in colour.)
to the pupil dilation in an eye to plant stoma and beyond. It is unsurprising, then, that an easily designed and produced, scaleable, remotely controllable version of some of these systems is sought for application, igniting not inconsiderable interest in the process. At least two analytical tools depend on small pores and one's ability to change pore size. Filters tend to be clogged with use, as larger particles are detained in the regions (pores), where smaller particles can selectively pass. A filter where larger particles could be flushed away after use by temporarily increasing pore size would be very useful. Very fine pores in membranes have been used in the IZON Science Ltd. (NZ) device for characterizing particle sizes and charges, where the electrical current across an insulating membrane changes as each particle passes through its holes from one side to another [1, 2] . It is important to be able to vary the pore size whereupon states of aggregation and shapes (e.g. rods from spheres) can be distinguished [3] . Meanwhile, it has been established that nematic glasses can display simple shape-changing deformations in response to imposed spontaneous strain via heat, light or chemical potential [4] , with according spontaneous deformation gradients, λ ij = ∂x i /∂x 0 j transforming reference space points x 0 to target points x that are of the form
where ν is the opto-thermal Poisson ratio that relates the perpendicular to the parallel response. These glasses have ν ∈ ( 1 2 , 2) [4] and shear moduli comparable to their compressional resistance (approx. 10 9 Pa). Their opto-thermal elongations/contractions are up to ±4%, that is λ ∈ (0.96, 1.04).
Furthermore, by carefully choosing a non-trivial nematic director field in the plane of initially flat, thin sheets of such materials, often through introducing disclination defects, predictable sources of Gaussian curvature can emerge on heating/cooling or by illumination. In the simple case of a +1 azimuthal defect, where the integral curves of the texture are concentric circles, a thin sheet of nematic glass will become conical upon heating (figure 1c) or anti-conical upon cooling (figure 1d) [5, 6] . These cones represent point sources of Gaussian curvature and are robustly confined to an area of the defect comparable with the sheet thickness for any appreciable strain [7] , as a result of the stretch cost in the elastic energy strongly outweighing simple bend penalties and the according material desire to concentrate the Gaussian curvature at the defect. One moves beyond single cones or anti-cones in a constructionist manner by restricting the full space of nematic textures to those that are piece-wise constant [8] , or perhaps include arcs of +1 disclination textures, so long as the regions of constant director are patched together along rank-1 connected boundaries [9] . Such director fields may be designed using a simple subset of wedges or isosceles triangles of texture-with director field along or perpendicular to the bisector of the unique angle (figure 2a) or with a boundary of rank-1 connection coinciding with the bisector of the unique angle (figure 2b) [8] . Such connections give a component of distortion parallel to the boundary that is the same on each side, thus avoiding mismatch of displacement across it. By taking various right triangles in these elementary wedges before and then upon strain, one can easily see how the unique angle of these triangles and wedges changes with spontaneous strain, for example: 2) for the angle in the case (a) wedge and . Hence a collection of these wedges comprising a larger, initially flat texture may develop multiple polyhedral corners as locations where many of these building blocks meet and require more or less than 2π worth of angle. Indeed, conveniently a deficit or excess of angle around a point in a surface is identically the charge of the Gaussian curvature singularity there, and so this method leads to a threedimensional shape change with easily quantifiable predictions of shell-shape evolution from an initially flat sheet given a chosen texture of the sheet's nematic field.
Converting topography change to topology change
And it is here that a link to the possibility of controlling an opening becomes evident, for a deficit or excess of angle around a point at the boundary of a surface may simply manifest as a new, smaller or, respectively, larger angle there. Consider again the simple case of a solitary, azimuthal +1 disclination defect, only now imagine that a line has been cut from the outer edge radially and (ii) as part of a −1 defect deform, for instance to (i') in (b).
inwards, ending at the location of the defect (figure 1, centre). Now the defect is allowed to sit at a free boundary, and the material's behaviour upon introduction of spontaneous strain is completely different. If the thin disc of material were heated, the azimuthal lines would shrink, and the radial lines would grow as in the case of the cone, but now, thanks to the incision these two deformations are no longer at odds with one another in-plane-the opposite sides of the cut simply move apart and the sheet adopts a shape reminiscent of 'Pac-Man' (figure 1a). On the other hand, if we were to cool this cut +1, increasing its order parameter, the azimuthal lines will grow, leading the opposite sides of the cut to slide past one another (and requiring a very small amount of bending energy to move out of plane by an amount comparable to the sheet thickness) making the beginnings of a corkscrew or helicoidal shape (figure 1b).
By now adding cuts or slits to the allowed constituent pieces in the constructionist method of building up a director field 'blueprint' for a remotely controllable, shape-changing sheet of nematic glass, we can consider whether openable pores are possible as an alternative to Gaussian curvature developing. In order to design a texture that will open a slit into a full-fledged hole and be capable of closing that hole back down to a slit (or, perhaps more robustly, beyond), it would be advantageous and desirable that all this occur in-plane, without the introduction of potentially complicating topography or bending because of in-material angular deficits or surpluses.
Consider, as an example, the texture of figure 3a. Without the topology and accompanying boundary set change introduced by the slit (bold line in schematic), this texture would consist of a pair of piece-wise constant + 1 2 disclination defects bracketing a piece-wise constant −1. The switching on of a spontaneous strain would lead to large out-of-plane deformation, resulting in the case of heating in a cross-shaped well (or mountain top) with tenting at the parts at top and bottom of the figure and pyramidal skirts on the sides.
However, the introduction of the slit along the line of symmetry connecting the pair of + 1 2 disclinations, and cleaving the −1 disclination in two changes everything. The angular deficit required at the + 1 2 s on heating or illumination, λ < 1, can now be satisfied by the opening up of the sides of the slit. Meanwhile, the angular surplus on each side of the cut −1 is accommodated by the formation of a corner. In order for the entire construction to remain in plane and achieve the elastic ground state without resorting to buckling (and hence sit in a zero energy ground state), the transformed polygons of material and the gap must satisfy the rules of Euclidean geometry. Individually, of course, the regions of material must by construction. In the case of the newly created opening, we have an angular deficit, and therefore opening angle of 
Indeed, considered as a four-sided polygon, the external angles at these four vertices sum to 2π , as is required by Euclidean geometry, regardless of the value of λ. This sum requires the fact that the angles 2 tan −1 (λ 1+ν ) and 2 tan −1 (λ −1−ν ) are complementary. Then the entire sheet will remain flat as the imposed strain flexes the slit open or closed in a stress-free way. It is worth pointing out here, that if the initial state is cooled as opposed to heated, the partial corkscrews at the sides and closing angles in the middle are still allowed to lay flat, and in fact lead to a more robust closed state, with the two opposite leaves of material sliding over/under one another. Note as well, that for small strains the lateral size of the opening created can be extremely small relative to the fabrication parameters of the system. For example at λ = 0.995, that is, at a small but not insignificant strain of a half-percent, the lateral opening created will be of the order of 10 −2 of the slit length, hence micrometre-scale slits could lead to pore openings on the scale of tens of nanometres.
(a) Slit activation in nematic rubber
So far we have considered only nematic glasses, for it is only in glasses that the director is immobile (other than being convected by strains). In rubber, the director can rotate relative to the solid matrix it is embedded in, since rubber is liquid-like at a local scale. Director rotation is well known as a mechanism for avoiding stretch energy in nematic elastomers and could destroy the effects here. However, if stretch is along the director, it cannot be relieved by rotation since the naturally long dimension of the body (along the director) is already aligned to the stretch. Figure 1 without the cut is a good example. On heating, there is contraction along the director, and perimeters become too short for their radii if the disc is to remain in plane-cone formation Figure 1c relieves this deficit. If the disc were to be forced to remain in plane, there would be stretch along the director and this cannot be relieved by director rotation. By contrast, cooling makes the perimeters too long and the radii too short which, if forced to remain in plane, would give compressions to the former and stretches to the latter. Director rotation away from perimeters towards radii would shorten the former and elongate the latter thereby relieving compressive and extensile stresses. The need to form the anticone Figure 1d would be obviated in a rubber in a way not accessible to a nematic glass. Inspection of figure 3 shows that both being forced to remain in plane and to keep its slit shut on heating would lead to extensile stresses along the directors around the two + 1 2 defects that cannot be relieved. There is a strong incentive therefore to open the slit even in a rubber with this defect distribution. For this reason, when calculating the macroscopic response below, we show the macroscopic response for rubber as well as glass.
Arrays of responsive defects
It is worth observing as well, that the director pattern stipulated in figure 3 is, in fact, compatible with a tiling of the plane (figure 4). Since all angular and stress considerations are local, the same conclusions as for the solitary slit apply to the array-the tiled texture provides an array of stress-free, controllable pores on a potentially very small length scale. Applications might be to responsive filters or sieves. One can then ask what the macroscopic deformation gradients, Λ xx and Λ yy , are in response to the local contraction factor λ along the director. The directions x and y are indicated on figure 4 . By considering the cells of the tiling, one can see that the fractional length changes are and
These macroscopic changes in dimensions are shown in figure 5 for opto-mechanical Poisson ratios of ν = 2, characteristic of nematic glasses, and ν = 0.5, characteristic of nematic elastomers (rubber). The macroscopic strains are, interestingly, not monotonic with λ (the glass Λ yy also has a maximum off scale here). For glass, strains λ ∼ 1 are relevant since glass is less responsive, and for nano-slit or nano-sieve applications this range of strains is probably the most interesting.
Sample preparation
To experimentally prove our theoretical predictions, we have prepared a free standing film of nematic glass having the director pattern of figure 3a and a slit opening (bold line in the figure) that is generated in the final preparation stage. In order to obtain the thin polymeric sheet with this complex director field, we have made use of photoalignment layers in combination with photopolymerizable reactive mesogens [6] . An empty liquid crystal (LC) cell coated with a linearly photopolymerizable polymer (LPP) photoalignment layer (ROP-108, by ROLIC) on the inner side of each glass plate was initially prepared. The cell air gap was fixed using 18 µm diameter plastic spacers. In order to generate the desired orientation pattern, the LC cell was exposed to spatially structured UV light with varying polarization directions. By analysing the director texture of the single aperture slit shown in figure 3a , we can conclude that it consists of regions with two orthogonal alignment directions, highlighted in different grey tones in figure 6 . In order to create this texture pattern in the photoalignment layers of the cell, it is exposed through a photolithographic mask (figure 7) to linearly polarized UV light with polarization perpendicular to the slit direction (figure 7a).
The employed mask consists of transparent and dark regions corresponding to the clear and dark grey highlighted regions of figure 6a, respectively. This initial exposure step imposes an alignment that is parallel to the polarization direction in the irradiated regions. After the first exposure, the mask is removed and the whole sample is irradiated with linearly polarized light with polarization direction parallel to the slit (orthogonal to the polarization direction of the first exposure) as shown in figure 7b . The light doses of the two exposure steps were adjusted (first exposure −3000 mJ cm −2 and second exposure −1500 mJ cm −2 ) in order that the second one provides parallel orientation to the photoaligment layer in the areas that were not exposed during the first irradiation step, and, at the same time, does not perturb the alignment prescribed during the first exposure step [10] . After the alignment pattern generation, the cell was filled by capillary action at 80 • with a reactive mesogen mixture (RM82, RM105, RM23 in a 2 : 3 : 1 ratio, respectively) to which 1 wt% of photoinitiator Irgacure 819 (CIBA) and 0.4 wt% of dichroic dye K160 (Risk Reactor) was added. This dye preferentially aligns with the LC director, which allows the identification of its orientation in the film. The cell is slowly cooled down to 60 • C in order to favour proper LC alignment following the orientation of the photoalignment layers. The sample is then photopolymerized at 60 • C by irradiating the sample for 5 min. with UV light coming from an Omnicure S2000 curing lamp. Figure 8a shows the sample between crossed polarizers, with the transmission direction of the bottom polarizer parallel to the slit direction (slit not yet opened). Rotation of the sample between crossed polarizers shows minimum light transmission when the sample is oriented with the slit direction parallel or perpendicular to the transmission direction of the bottom polarizer. Figure 8b shows the sample placed on top of a linear polarizer with the transmission direction parallel to the slit direction and illuminated from the bottom. The transmission of the sample in these observation conditions presents pale yellow regions, resembling the opaque mask features and intense yellow regions in the rest of the film. These pale and intense regions exchange their absorption intensity upon 90 • rotation of the sample. This behaviour can be understood by taking into account the dichroic absorption of the dye that preferentially absorbs linearly polarized light with polarization parallel to its long molecular axis. Since the dye orients along the director, a larger absorption (more intense yellow colour) indicates an orientation of the director parallel to the transmission direction of the polarizer, while the pale yellow appearance indicates that the director lies perpendicular to the polarizer transmission direction. All these observations are compatible with the pursued orientation profile depicted in figure 3a.
Once the LC orientation has been checked, the cell is opened and a square-shaped freestanding polymer film showing the aperture texture of figure 3a was cut using a razorblade. The slit opening (bold line in figure 3a) was done by cutting a line along the symmetry line connecting the + 
(a) Deformation experiments
The free-standing polymer film was placed in a glass Petri dish filled with water, in such a way that it was floating on the water's surface. The temperature of the water was increased to approximately 85 • C using a hot plate. A distinct opening of the pre-cut aperture was observed at these elevated temperatures (figure 9b).
When the water was allowed to cool back to room temperature, the aperture closed again (figure 9a). This was also observed when the temperature was rapidly decreased through the addition of cold water.
A blank experiment was carried out using an LC film with a uniaxial director profile, which was prepared by exposing an alignment cell without using the photomask and then preparing the films as described. A cut was made perpendicular to the nematic director, and no opening was observed upon heating the sample in the water bath.
(b) Tiling the plane
Following the same procedure as the one used for the single aperture slit, we have implemented a free standing film with multiple slits. Figure 6b shows the director texture of the multiple aperture array shown in figure 4a, highlighting in different grey tones the region having the two orthogonal alignment directions. To create this texture pattern, we have followed the same double exposure procedure and a photolithographic mask (figure 7) consisting of transparent and dark regions corresponding to the clear and dark grey highlighted regions of figure 6b respectively. Figure 10a is then a multi-aperture, textured nematic sheet made from this mask shown between crossed polars. Figure 10b shows the sheet floating in a cold water bath with its slits closed. Figure 10c,d shows a detail of a slit when closed and then when the array is in a hot bath and the same slit is opened.
Summary and conclusions
In conclusion, we have examined distributions of topological charge associated with a nematic director distribution in a flat sheet of glass or rubber. Instead of the usual response of forming surfaces with Gaussian curvature reflecting this charge distribution, we find a mechanism of response involving change of topology instead of topography. Slits open up while the surface remains flat. We show how this distribution of nematic defects can tile the plane and that a switchable, multi-aperture sheet results from imprinting using a mask made from this tiling of defects. We speculate that such tiled planes could be used, for instance, to make an array of photo-driven slits functioning as a tuneable nano-filter.
